1. INTRODUCTION In this paper we examine collineation groups which contain homologies of finite projective spaces.
The first two theorems give minimal conditions for a collineation group containing homologies of a finite desarguesian projective space to contain its little projective group. In Theorem 1 we prove that if fl is a collineation group generated by some homologies of a finite desarguesian projective space Hk such that (a) no subspace of Hk is left fixed by Ii' and (b) some hyperplane is the axis of homologies in 17 for more than one center, then D contains the little projective group of Hk . Then, as a consequence of Theorem 2, we show that for finite desarguesian projective planes conditions (a) and (b) are sufficient for 17 to contain the little projective group. However, for It > 3, it is definitely necessary to assume that Ii' is generated by the homologies.
In Theorem 3 we show that if H, is a finite projective plane (not necessarily desarguesian) and if Ii' is a collineation group of H2 fixing no point or line such that (a) some line 8 is the axis of homologies in 17 for more than one center and (b) some point P EL'is the center of a homology in n, then all the centers and axes of the homologies in 17 form a desarguesian subplane, Hi say, of H, and 17 restricted to Hi contains its little projective group. 'rhis result agrees with the result for desarguesian planes and, hence, is the best possible.
Finally in Theorem 4 we examine the possibilities for 17 when every point of Hk is the center of a homology in II. We prove, almost as a corollary to Theorems 1 and 3, that if no subspace is left fixed by Ll, then Hk is desarguesian and 17 contains its little projective group.
DEFINITIONS
A projective space is defined as a system of points and lines connected by axioms of incidence in the usual manner (see, for example, Veblen and COT>LINEATION GROUPS CONTAINING HOMOLOGIES 257
Young [13] ). Any subset H, of the points and lines of a projective space H, which form a projective space with the same incidence relationship is called a subspace of H, . If every point of N, which is on a line of H, is contained in H, , then H, is called a complete subspace of H, . Points are subspaces of dimension 0, lines are subspaces of dimension 1, planes are subspaces of dimension 2, and, if the space has dimension k, hyperplanes are complete subspaces of dimension K -1. We shall use upper case letters to represent points and lower case letters to represent lines. Projective space of higher dimension will be represented by upper case letters with lower case suffixes to denote the dimension; e.g., Hk is a projective space of dimension k.
If k > 3 or if k = 2 and the plane can be embedded in a space of higher dimension, then H, is desarguesian and may be coordinatized by a skew field.
If Hk: is a projective space of dimension k > 3 and if H, is a complete subspace of H;, , then the set of all complete subspaces of HJC containing H, may be considered in a natural manner as a projective space of dimension k -s --1. This space is called the quotient space (discussed by Wagner [16] (H,) .
In this paper we shall consider only Jinite projective spaces, i.e., spaces with a finite number of points. If some line contains n + 1 points, then so do all lines. We call IZ the order of the space. Since a finite skew field is a field, a finite desarguesian projective space may be coordinatized by a finite field. Thus a finite desarguesian projective space has prime power order.
A collineation of H, is a permutation of the complete subspaces preserving their dimension and incidence. If Hk may be -coordinatized by a field F, then the group of all collineations of H, is isomorphic to the quotient group of the group of all nonsingular semilinear transformations of a (k + l)-dimensional vector space over F by its center (see Artin [Z] L'X,Hk-l = group of all (X, H&-elations in 17;
We denote the order of17 by ( 17 1 .
If P is any point of Hk , the set of points P?r for all v E 17 is called the orbit (or transitive class) of P. We note that / 17 1 = 1 U(P) 1 . 1 orbit of P 1 . If H, is a projective plane, then two elation centers P and Q of H3 are said to be connected if there exists a sequence of incident elation centers and elation axes connecting P to Q. "Connectivity" between two elation axes, or between an elation center and a elation axis, is defined in the same way.
The set of all elation centers and axes which are connected to a given center P is called a connected set. A projective space is said to be (P, H&-transitive if for the fixed point P, the fixed hyperplane Hkml and any pair of points Q, Q' with Q, Q' $ Hkml : Q, Q' # P, PQ = PQ', there exists a (P, H,+.,)-perspectivity (II such that Qa = Q'. It has been shown by Baer [5] that a finite projective plane is desarguesian if, and only if, it is (P, I)-transitive for all points P and all lines 1.
We regard an afine plane as being a projective plane with a special line which we denote by 1, . An elation of an affine plane Hg with axis 1, is called a translation. If Hz is (P, I,)-transitive for all P E Z, , then H.$ is a translation pZane. The group of all translations of a translation plane is called its translation group.
Complete subspaces of Hk of dimension s and k -s -1 are called dual subspaces. A one-to-one mapping of the complete subspaces of H, onto their duals which preserves incidence is called a correlatiofz. A correlation of order 2 is a polarity. If 0 is a polarity and if P is a point such that P E PO, then P is called an absolute point of 6. (This is proved for planes in [II] . Th e same proof may be applied to spaces of arbitrary dimension).
4. Let HE be a projective space (not necessarily finite) and let II be a collineation group of Hti. If T;T contains a (P, H&-elation and a (Q, K&-elaticn, such that P E Kkml , Q $ Hkel , then .lI contains a (P, K&elation [see [12] , Lemma 1). 12. H, is a finite projective plane and II is a collineation group of Hz . If for two distinct points X, Y (X E Z, Y E Z), 17 contains nontrivial (X, Z) and (Y, Z)-elations, then all elations in Z7 with axis Z have the same prime order (see [7] ). 13 , .E is a permutation group of a set S. If T is a subset of S such that, given any A E T, there exists an element of .E of given prime order p fixing A and no other element of A, then T is contained in an orbit of S. (This is a simple extension to [7] , Lemma 1, 7. Gleason's proof essentially still applies).
COLLINEATION GROUPS CONTAINING HOMOLOGIES
To avoid tedious repitition we shall use the term elation center (axis), or homology center (axis), to mean the center (axis) of an elation, or homology, in II. We shall say that P is a center for H,-, if IT contains a (P, H,-,)-perspectivity. If R is an elation center for H,-, , then 1 zR,H,-, j > 2.
Proof. Let y be an (R, H&-elation. Then A, 4y are two distinct homology centers for Hk-, with R = A . Ay n Hkpl . (ii) if PC+ = P for some point P E AB and if H, is any complete subspace Zefttfixed by CX~ (s > l), then either H, n H,+, n KkVl is nom?mpty or H, = -4B. (ii) Since the dimension of H,, n KkeI is K -2, any complete subspace of dimension > 2 has a nonempty intersection with Hk--l n K,, .
Suppose s = 1, i.e., $3 fixes a line. We shall write 1 for HI and assume l#AB. Let Lk-, be the hyperplane determined by P and H,-, n KkpI . If I EL,, then, since HkeI n K,-, is a hyperplane of L,-, , the lemma is proved.
let R = In L,, . Then R@ = R. Thus, by (i), either R E HkeI n K,-, or R E AB. If R E HkeI n K,-, the Lemma is proved. If R E AB, then R = P. Let A repetition of the above argument now shows that Mk-r is a homology axis for three noncollinear centers. If AT # a n b, then (01, ,8, y) does not fix any point of Hz. Suppose AT = a n b. If 9 #b, (01, ,8, y) fi xes only the nonincident pointline pair (a n b, AB).
Ii' contains an element, V' say, such that '(a n 6) P' + a n b. Since either a n b 6 aa' or a n b $ br', n contains a homology, y' say, such that (a n b) y' i: a n b. Then (01, p, y, y') fixes no point of Hz. Now suppose that ,4 E b. Then, since 01 fixes b, Ba = B, i.e., B E a, and (01, fi, 7) fixes the noncollinear points A, B, An. If 17 contains a homology 6 such +hat 6 does not fix A, B and Arr, then either (ol, p, y, 8) leaves no point or line fixed or else it fixes a nonincident point-line pair. In either case, as before, IT' can fix no point or line of H, .
Remark.
As a result of Theorem 2, the conditions of Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 may be weakened for finite desarguesian planes so that U is any group which fixes no point or line and has a homology axis with more than one center. (This has previously been proved by Mitchell [9] ). The same weakening is not, however, possible for spaces of higher dimension. It is easy to construct groups which do not fix a subspace of H,, which contains homologies with more than one center per axis, but which do not contain the little projective group of Hk . In these examples the subgroup generated by the homologies leaves invariant a number of disjoint complete subspaces which are permuted by the given collineation group. 
From (2), either k = IZ or nh -(n -R) < + hn. Suppose k # n. Then $ nh < n -k, i.e., k < n -+ nh. Rut h > 2 by assumption. Thus K < 0, which contradicts ii).
Hence k = FZ.
Note. This Lemma is a stronger form of Lemma 1.6 in 177. (ii) 17 
